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Executive Summary 

This Project was inspired by BYU’s BusM 418 Financial Planning course. It prepares students to develop a 

detailed Personal Financial Plan that they could implement the rest of their lives. There is quite a bit of 

financial analysis needed to select investments to build their portfolio. This Project mainly deals with 

selecting Mutual Funds, an asset class that give instant diversification to the average investor. Seeing as 

there are more than 8,000 mutual funds in the world today, it is quite difficult to target a mutual fund 

that is right for you. Throughout the course, students are encouraged to use Morningstar to identify 

Mutual Funds through a screening process. But, sometimes there are quite a few mutual funds after the 

screening making the task of identifying one mutual fund pretty daunting. That is why I created this 

program, to help aggregate mutual fund data onto this spreadsheet, then to organize data so it could be 

filtered and sorted on the students’ terms. This Project will be given to the students to help guide them 

to financial success by assisting the process of identifying mutual funds. My goal of this project is that 

students may make a more well-informed decisions  by using this project and in the end saving them 

time, and money. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Mutual Fund Assistance Model 

This project was made to assist students in the targeting of mutual funds to be used in a personal 

financial plan. I spent hours in trying to target which mutual funds I wanted to use in my personal 

financial plan. Most of the time spent was switching back and forth between pages within Morningstar 

(a financial services data provider). For example, a screenshot of Morningstar’s screening process is 

given below to help illustrate the problem with finding mutual funds. 

 

Problem 

I chose three criteria that are important for me in my financial plan. I want a mutual fund that is a Large 

Blend fund that has a Morningstar rating of Four stars and above with no load fees (including front and 

back end loads). After screening through those criteria, there were approximately 375 mutual funds that 

meet my above mentioned criteria. I guess I could screen those mutual funds even more, but it takes a 

little more time in doing so. The problem is clear. There are just too many mutual funds to feel safe that 

you are making a well-informed investment decision. 

With regards to a Personal Financial Plan, you don’t ever want to make a bad decision with regards to 

your investments. You want to minimize your risk as an investor by taking into account everything that is 

in your control (fees, management type, investment drift, etc). You can’t ever control the market, but 

you can control many things. With so many mutual funds, it can be easy to make a poor decision if you 

just don’t know what your options are and if you are not looking at the right data. 

Solution 

I have created this VBA model to help BYU students, even Professors, make better investment decisions 

by helping them pull data from Morningstar, aggregating it, and then allowing the end users to 

manipulate data either through filtering, sorting, or a little of both, all in hopes that the end user will be 

able to narrow their many mutual funds down to one or two. 



This model is created for all types of users, both beginner and expert-level investors, and computer-

inept to the computer-savvy. This model was created to walk users through the process of entering 

mutual funds tickers and pulling the data. The model is based on the fact that BYU students have already 

targeted their mutual funds down to 10-50 funds that they would like to take a look at. This model 

cannot act as a stand-alone tool for targeting mutual funds. It must be used in conjunction with 

Morningstar. It is also good to note that this model will only work on-campus. This is to protect 

Morningstar from unwarranted use by those outside of BYU. I have included a subprocedure that can 

log on through BYU’s network and then the model would be able to access Morningstar and begin with 

the process. 

Walk-Through  

Below is a screen shot of the opening of this Model. This is very user friendly as there is include a set of 

instructions for using the Model. 

 

My Program starts out by opening to the main tab ‘Input Data.’ This tab is where the user inserts his/her 

Mutual Funds into the spreadsheet. This can be done by either of two ways. First, you may be able to 

enter in your tickers manually in the range that is colored Bright Green. Or, you may press the ‘Enter 

Tickers’ button located next to the Step 1: instructions box. If you choose to enter by clicking the button, 

a user form (included below) will pop up. 



 

The user will then enter in their tickers, one by one, into the first text box. To add the ticker, you must 

press the ‘Enter Ticker’ button to the right of the text box. Once that is pressed, it will be added to the 

list box below. To remove a ticker, simply highlight the ticker in the list box and then press ‘Remove>’ 

button. To remove all the tickers, simply  press the button ‘Remove All>>’. In order to update any of the 

information entered into the user form, you must press ‘Load Tickers’ before closing. This ensures that 

the tickers are uploaded to the spreadsheet. A list of directions on how to use the user form is included 

in text directly on the user form. 

Below is a few lines of codes used within the user form: 

 

I included this line of code, because it took me the longest to perfect, or at least run. This procedure is 

executed when the user form ‘frmTicker’ is initiated. This procedure helps populate the list box at the 

beginning. If users upload tickers several times during the Project, I wanted to be able to populate the 

existing tickers to the List Box, without having the user having to retype them. This block of code took a 

great while, which is the primary reason I included it. All other code relating to the user form was 

relatively self-explanatory. 



After the Tickers are all entered into the Input Data page, then the user is prompted to select the ‘Find 

Information’ button. This will begin the sequence of a series of sub procedures that will download data 

and place it in the ‘Mutual Fund Information’ tab. 

 

Pulling data from Morningstar was definitely the most difficult. Some data had to come from a saved 

page from the website, some had to be redirected to another website. I wanted to walk you through the 

process of how I built this Module. 

First, the main sub-procedure that called in all other helping sub-procedures: 

 

The sub-procedure ‘findInformation’ starts out by letting the user know that this will procedure will take 

a few minutes, via a message box. The application will then not update the screen during the process. I 

included a few variables that will be used in this and in later procedures. 

The next line is calling a sub-procedure call ‘clearContents’. The line of codes directing that is included 

below: 



 

This code basically activates the ‘Mutual Fund Information’ tab and clears all contents within it, including 

all contents within the cell range (b2:z100) and all picture files, which will be pulled from Morningstar as 

well. This procedure makes sure there is not remaining data left from running code from prior use. 

After the clearContents procedure, findInformation procedure will direct you to a loop that pulls data in 

another sub-procedure named ‘insertSnapshot’ (Snapshot, because that is the tab that all the 

information on Morningstar is located). 

 

This code will run above will run a loop pulling data from Morningstar’s website for every ticker. It will 

update row by row, and then exit once there are not tickers. The sub-procedure ‘insertSnapshot’ is given 

below. 

 



This code will run by taking the cells and assigning them to a Integer named “Ticker.” It will then create 

another variable named ‘URL’ by taking the URL of a picture of a historical price graph, the URL is 

basically the URL in quotes plus the Ticker at the end. This line of code is helping to insert a graph of 

historical prices for the fund signifying their performance. 

After that, agent1 will open the main page where the data will be pulled from. Save that page to a new 

tab called ‘Morningstar.’ It will then save the image in the same address as the currently saved 

Workbook. Continuing on with the code, a snapshot contained below is where the data obtained from 

Morningstar will be placed: 

 

This is a rather long line of code, so I did not include all of the lines. The outline in red is a line of code I 

am particularly proud of. It searches for cells on the new tab created, ‘Morningstar’, by finding cells 

named at the top of the column to match those pulled from Morningstar, and then offsets down one 

row to get the value of the cell. The value of the cell is then pasted in the column of where the name 

that was originally called from the .Find function. 

A diagram of this code is included below.  

 

Inserting Pictures onto the ‘Mutual Fund Information’ Tab 

The hardest part about the code was getting to paste the PNG picture files of the Mutual Fund historical 

performance into a cell, and then resize to fit. It took me the longest until I realized that range and cell 

have different properties. 

 



 

The easy part of this block of code is inserting the pictures onto the active sheet. I ran into some real 

trouble trying to resize it to a particular cell. If I hadn’t of resized it to a particular cell, there you be 

graphs all over the spreadsheet without any indication of which went to what mutual fund. I kept on 

getting errors when I originally set my cells as “range(m, c + 14).Top/.Left/MergeArea.Height 

/MergeArea.Width. It was a global error because I used range. My guess after researching the solution is 

that you can’t put in variables into a range. You can only do that with the Cell object. This caused me a 

lot of grief from working hours trying to fix it. 

Once the code is all done with pasting the information on the tab, a message box saying it is finished will 

appear. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Finished Product 

This is a screenshot of the Mutual Fund Information tab where BYU students can have all the data on 

the various mutual funds in one place. They can then sort and filter or delete themselves the funds that 

don’t meet their criteria. 

 

I configured this spreadsheet to be able to filter on all columns. If they don’t like what they see in a fund, 

they can simply remove all those values that aren’t consistent with their standards. The spreadsheet will 

then remove that rows with the low-performing ticker.  

Here are the rows that include the snapshot of the PNG file: 

 

 

2007 2006

Earnings 

Graph

Earnings 

Graph Link

14.8 19.3 http://im.morningstar.com/Graph/FOGrowth4YearPNG/USA_MADVX.png

3.1 22.2 http://im.morningstar.com/Graph/FOGrowth4YearPNG/USA_PGP.png

--- --- http://im.morningstar.com/Graph/FOGrowth4YearPNG/USA_INDBX.png

3.9 12.5 http://im.morningstar.com/Graph/FOGrowth4YearPNG/USA_ASBBX.png

6.4 3 http://im.morningstar.com/Graph/FOGrowth4YearPNG/USA_AMGEX.png

6.9 3.5 http://im.morningstar.com/Graph/FOGrowth4YearPNG/USA_ATGIX.png



What I Learned 

This project has been both Heaven and Hell for me. Heaven in the sense that I got the chance to solidify 

and practice all of the tools I learned over the semester. I used a piece of knowledge from every 

assignment we turned in on this final project. It really was a great end to this class as I feel like I can 

really read VBA and look for ways to simplify. I feel I got a lot better in error handling. I probably ran my 

program upwards of 500 times. You get good at code by messing up a lot, I sure did that with this 

project. I feel like I learned more in the last two weeks than I did over the whole semester. 

This project was very difficult for me. I really wasted a lot of time trying to fix one thing. Either, I left a 

decimal out, or I misspelled a sub-procedure. It was really hard to look at my code and see if it was 

working when I couldn’t get anything to run. I wish I could have had a TA by my side whenever I needed. 

His two-second review of my code could have saved me, literally, tens of hours. That was a very 

frustrating experience, but I think I am a better VBA programmer because of it. 

Things I Didn’t Get to Finish or Implement 

One minor detail that I couldn’t do, was to use the ‘.findnext’ function. When I try to pull data from the 

Column head named ‘2010,’ the first cell it found was the actually date that the ‘Morningstar’ Page was 

pulled from. If I were to press next on the Find Function, it would pull the right “2010” from the tab and 

insert it in the 2010 Returns tab. This took me a while and I wasn’t able to finish it. To reference what I 

am talking about, run the code with tickers, then lookup Column(K). You will see it is populated with 

“HomeCompaniesFundsETFs……….”  

One major part of this project I didn’t think was feasible was to actually do all of the screening through 

excel. The timeline didn’t make sense to do it, I am not sure if I could have accessed Morningstar’s 

Mutual Fund database.  I think it would have been a stellar VBA project, but my level of expertise is very 

limited. 

Overall, I am very happy with this project. I feel I have improved ten-fold over the last two weeks over 

writing this code. Although, I originally was going to make the project a decision making tool in itself, I 

think I was over-stretching myself. If I were to grade myself on this project, I would have given myself an 

A+, for effort and for awesomeness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Notes: 

- Mention the Find Next in your code, how it was hard and couldn’t use it. 

- Mention the Login code. 

 


